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WHAT IS CLOUDY?

• Cloudy is a spectral synthesis code created by Gary Ferland that has been 
developed and improved over the last 40 years. The code website URL is: 
https://nublado.org/

• The most recent version is called C17.01, and it is discussed in this paper: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.10877

• Cloudy models the interaction of radiation with the interstellar medium to 
predict the physical conditions in the gas and its emitted spectrum

https://nublado.org/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.10877


WHAT CLOUDY NEEDS TO RUN

To create a physically consistent model, Cloudy must
be able to determine the number and energy distribution

of photons striking the face of a cloud with known 
composition and geometry. 



THE CLOUDY DOCUMENTATION

• The full operation of Cloudy is described in the code’s documentation:

• Quick Start Guide – basic info on running Cloudy and understanding output

• Hazy 1 – a complete list and description of all input commands

• Hazy 2 – a complete description of the output generated by Cloudy

• Hazy 3 – simulation physics, out of date, refer to ISM textbook “AGN2”.



RUNNING CLOUDY

• Cloudy is controlled by a series of input 
commands, entered in the input block.

• If the code has sufficient information to run, 
then Cloudy generates the output block.

• To the right is an example of a planetary 
nebula input file (model.in):

• title Planetary Nebula
• (gives a title on output)

• radius 17
• (log of inner radius in cm)

• hden 4
• (log of hydrogen density)

• blackbody temp=100000 lumin=38
• (temperature, log of luminosity in ergs/sec)

• filling factor 0.3
• (fraction of geometry that is filled)

• Sphere
• (radiation field allowed to interact with other side)

• print last iter
• (print results from last zone, 1st zone is always 

printed)



RUNNING CLOUDY
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block.
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EXAMINING THE OUTPUT



CLOUDY OUTPUT

• First, Cloudy will print the code version number, and the input commands:



CLOUDY OUTPUT

• Next, Cloudy prints information on the radiation field and gas composition:



CLOUDY OUTPUT
• This is followed by physical and simulation information, and warnings:



CLOUDY OUTPUT
• The input is printed again, followed by intrinsic and emergent line strengths:
• The format is: line label, wavelength (A or m), flux (cgs), and ratio relative to 𝐻𝛽



TIPS ON THE CLOUDY OUTPUT

• There are a variety of SAVE commands in Cloudy

• These allow you to control the main output, and save additional files

• See Hazy 1, Chapter 16 (C17.01) for further information on SAVE options

• Be careful with linear vs. logarithmic quantities, and check the output!

• Make sure it says “Cloudy exited OK” at the end of your model!


